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Silver is a precious metal that must be extracted and refined to be useful and to 
demonstrate its famous luster. While the process of extraction and refinement differs 
slightly depending upon the primary metal from which it is extracted, it generally goes 
something like this: 

• The primary metal (such as lead, copper, or zinc) is roasted and smelted to 
produce bullion, residue, or concentrate that contains silver 

• The residue or concentrate is heated at a scorching temperature to begin to 
separate the silver from the residue 

• A process, often a form of electrolysis, is performed to further refine and purify 
the silver 

The complete process requires several days. The silver is separated out from other 
parts of the residue throughout the process and continually purified. The refiner knows 
the process is complete when he can look into the silver and see a reflection of himself. 

Preparing for the coming of Christ is a similar process. To prepare for the arrival of 
Christ is to first rid ourselves of unrighteous behaviors, then to continue to purify 
ourselves so that we can reflect the Christ. 

The process isn’t necessarily an easy one. It requires self-examination and prayer. Led 
by the Holy Spirit, we ask ourselves and God what habits, feelings, or practices prevent 
us from being ready to receive and reflect Christ. Most likely, we let our own wants and 
desires get in the way. For example, we know that we should forgive someone for 
hurtful behavior, but we somehow feel more secure hanging onto that hurt. Or, we know 
that we should give more to help others, but, instead, we buy yet another pair of shoes, 
or a purse, or golf clubs, or a lavish vacation. Or we know that we should spend more 
time in prayer, but we want to spend time watching TV or focusing on an electronic 
device instead. 

To prepare ourselves for Jesus, we need to continue to pray and let God refine us so 
that we forgive others easily, give to others rather than continually buying more for 
ourselves, and spend quality time in conversation with God. Sometimes that refinement 
can come out of happy times; we receive a hefty raise at work and give it to others out 
of our joy and gratitude. However, from my experience, that refinement more often 
comes from difficult experiences. We lose friends because we are too judgmental and 
don’t forgive. We get ulcers because of tense relationships and overwork for the sake of 
having more. Or, a friend dies, and in our grief, we realize life is too short to spend 
hours playing Candy Crush on our mobile device. God doesn’t give us ulcers or cause 
our friends to leave us or die. But God does use these difficulties to refine us so that we 
reflect more of God after these experiences. 

As Christians, our goal is always to reflect Christ. We are always preparing for the 
coming of Christ. The refinement process is incomplete until we totally reflect Jesus, 



which, for most of us, isn’t until Christ comes again and restores us. Yet even though 
we won’t fully be refined until we die or see Jesus come again, being open to this 
refinement process is essential. The more Christ we can reflect, the better we can 
transform our world. 

Imagine, for example, what our lives would be like if we readily forgave people who hurt 
us. Our relationships would be better. We’d have more friends. We’d have less stress. 
We’d all be healthier. A University of Pennsylvania study found that the failure to forgive 
produced increased anxiety, depression, high blood pressure, decreased immune 
system response, and worse outcomes for those suffering from cardiac disease. On the 
other hand, forgiveness reduced these feelings of anxiety, helped lower blood pressure, 
and improved the general health of the one who forgives.i  

If we reflect more of Christ, we bring about a world where the gaps between the wealthy 
and the poor are much smaller. We’d have a world in which every child had access to 
nutritional food, good health care, a safe home environment, and an opportunity for 
education and learning. We’d be members of congregations that continued to focus 
outward, inviting others in and genuinely meeting their needs in the name of God. We’d 
feel a sense of peace from being more connected to our life source – God – because 
we’ve spent time in prayer, rather than losing sleep because of too much screen time. 

Preparing ourselves to receive God is critical. God doesn’t force the way into our hearts; 
instead, God enters those hearts that welcome God. Allowing God to work through the 
events of our lives to refine us not only opens up more of our hearts to God but also 
purifies us so that we reflect more of God. 

The process of refinement can become pretty hot and uncomfortable sometimes. Yet 
God is with us in these uncomfortable times. Refinement enables us to reflect God. The 
more we reflect God, the more we can work with God to transform ourselves and the 
world into a kinder, gentler place. Reflect Jesus and help change the world. 
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